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Merriam Webster offers the following:
Facilitate -- to make easier; help bring about
Present -- to bring before the public; to bring to one’s attention

Arkansas A+ Schools’ Fellows facilitate a school’s participation and collaboration in practicing the philosophy of 
the A+ model. 

Here are some tips, reminders, and expectations that have developed over the course of A+’s existence as a network 
in OK, NC, AR and now LA.  These are intended to focus our conversations and provide a common document to 
deepen our understanding of our roles.  Remember we are guests in a guidance and facilitation capacity.

BEFORE:

✴ By accepting the assignment, your participation and collaboration with your team is not only expected, it is 
crucial.

✴ Contact the school using information provided by your A+ staff contact to clarify firsthand the expected 
outcomes and goals of your assignment.

✴ Check to see if your A+ staff contact has approved your handouts and framework.  All school assignments 
originate in the A+ office.

✴ Discuss with your team what it will look like when we are in a guidance and facilitation role.  Solicit feedback 
on your materials for grade level appropriateness.

✴ Prepare your reflection form during your planning session, and establish who is responsible for each piece of 
paperwork.

✴ Double check for inclusion of the AR A+ logo, other acknowledgements for handouts and materials, and 
standards of copyrights.  (Clearly indicate sources, i.e.: created by, adapted from, used by permission).

✴ Prepare a bibliography of your resources cited and/or recommended.  Use copyright standards; see Creative 
Commons, www.creativecommons.org.

✴ Know your audience and the relevant objectives or school curriculum.
✴ Arrive early enough to prepare your environment.
✴ Determine and gather needed supplies.  (They may be check out from the A+ office, approval obtained for 

purchase, or the Fellow may choose to purchase for themselves and keep frequently used materials on-hand.)
✴ Check equipment, CDs, and supplies for adequacy, and have a backup plan for variables, such as technology.
✴ Review your plan to ensure you are reflecting the A+ process. (“Practice what you preach.”)
✴ Establish with your team how you are going to give each other feedback during the session.
✴ Continually consult with faculty to clarify their roles and expand them as appropriate.
✴ There is no substitute for adequate planning, including planning for assessment.

DURING:

✴ Speak slowly, clearly, and project your voice.
✴ It’s OK to defer answering a question if you are not sure of the information.
✴ Grammar matters.
✴ Appearance matters.  Smiles are good.
✴ Typos matter.  If you find one during your session, apologize sincerely and go on.
✴ Develop and practice ways to check for understanding
✴ Monitor your time.  Establish and use group roles.
✴ Refer to your participants’ observed strengths and positive qualities.
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✴ Use appropriate, specific and focused praise.
✴ Repeat directions, responses, questions as needed so all can hear.
✴ Avoid responding in ways that imply the “right answer” to open-ended questions.
✴ Watch for verbal and non-verbal cues from participants and teammates in order to address comfort level, 

understanding, questions, and frustrations that develop.
✴ Keep the focus on what is being provided rather that anything(s) that might be missing from your supplies (lost, 

forgotten, stolen, unavailable, etc.). Use your backup plan.
✴ Check the Burning Questions, AHA Poster, and Essential Questions often.
✴ Rely on your co-facilitator to process observe, give feedback and fill in the gaps in respectful ways.
✴ Always allow people to finish their sentences. (See next item if conversation is being monopolized or going off-

track.)
✴ Develop respectful ways to defer conversations and questions that are not relevant to the task at hand.  Use 

Burning Questions, AHA Poster, and Essential Questions to guide you and offer alternatives.
✴ Unexpected outcomes can sometimes change the direction of your plan.  Be flexible.
✴ Remember to ask your participants for permission to take a short break to confer with your teammates when 

changes in direction necessitate it.
✴ Model your enthusiasm for the project.

Remember:

• To thank your hosts
• To speak well and often of Arkansas A+ Schools
• Bloom’s Taxonomy (Where are we in Bloom’s; where are we asking participants to be?)
• Importance of teacher understanding beyond application. (Why do we do it this way?)
• Appropriate application of Gardner’s MI theory.
• Your own strengths and weaknesses.

Looking for balance:

• What we offer is combined with what the school brings;
• Remember “Who has the information that will transform the school?”
• Facilitation is different than presentation -- be intentional.
• Building creative capacity requires a collaborative approach.
• Balance pace within time constraints.  What is the level of urgency for additional information? (“We are not 

required to finish the work, nor are we at liberty to neglect it.” --Sayings of the Fathers).

AFTER:

✴ Provide contact information to your participants.  Respond to questions you may receive following the session.  
Copy to your A+ staff contact to keep lines of communication open.  Refer questions and requests for additional 
services to your A+ staff contact.

✴ A follow-up note is a wonderful gift.
✴ Reflection is always a part of our process.  We provide each facilitator with a reflection so that we can get all 

voices recorded.
✴ Complete all paperwork, double-check your math, and send everything to A+ Administrator after you make a 

copy.
✴ Please be available for follow-up conversations with all team members if they are needed for clarity and to plan 

next steps.
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